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Generally, in manuscript we used track change to incorporate or address the reviewers’ comments.

A POINT BY POINT RESPONSE

Response to Reviewer #1:

RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

1. Manuscript includes various font size and style in the text.

Answers from authors: It is alright. As you indicate there are many errors. We tried to correct them.

2. Why does the study not include combination of various ratios of Essential oils? The study included only 1:1 ratio. Please justify it.

Answers from authors: Yes, we used 1:1 ratio of essential oil to evaluated antibacterial activity of medicinal plants. We evaluated for their synergistic/ antagonistic/ indifference effect equal volume of essential oil in each combination. There is no any scientific evidence of phytochemicals and other properties of B. cuspidata and B.ogadensis. Application of the same concentration (1:1) of essential oils, similarity of their physical state and reaction temperature can be minimizing volume (concentration) effect of bioactive in each combination and increase the rate of reaction.

We accepted your comments and we will try to screening phytochemicals in B. cuspidata and B.ogadensis, then; evaluate in different concentration in near future. Thank you very much!

Response to Reviewer #2:

RESPONSE TO GENERAL COMMENTS:

The article needs thorough language and grammar correction without which it is unsuitable for publication in BMC CAM. For example methods section, line 12, page 5. The scientific content is good and would be helpful in the identification of novel compounds for treating drug resistant bacterial infections.
Answers from authors: It is alright. As you indicate there are many errors. Using language expert we tried to correct using track change throughout the manuscript and colored highlight also made point by point from cover page to last page. All are accepted and corrected.

📍 Overall: Many thanks for your nice and constructive comments. I learn a lot form your comments. Once again thanks a lot!